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Multiple Dimensions of Climate
Change and Their Implications
for Biodiversity
Raquel A. Garcia,* Mar Cabeza, Carsten Rahbek, Miguel B. Araújo*
Background: Changes in Earth’s climate over time can be measured in Outlook: Forecasting the long-term impacts of future climate changes
many ways. The different metrics available represent alternative dimen- on biodiversity is challenging, not least because the responses of organsions of climate change, each with distinct implications for biodiversity isms are contingent on demographic, physiological, and evolutionary
conservation and other sectors. However, this diversity is rarely recognized. mechanisms, as well as on the interaction with other human-induced
At any given locality, average temperature or precipitation can increase or stressors such as habitat fragmentation. Lack of data for the majority of
decrease, extreme values can become more intense or frequent, and the species on Earth further hampers the use of available bioclimatic modeltiming of speciﬁc climatic events can shift. At the same time, climatic con- ing methods. By contrast, the use of simple metrics of climate change
ditions are redistributed at broader spatial extents. Across sets of localities, is more easily scalable to wholesale biodiversity. When appropriately
particular climatic conditions can become more or less available and can implemented, such examination can provide a ﬁrst-order assessment of
shift closer or farther in position at different velocities. Metrics quantifying the challenges that species are potentially exposed to, and in many cirthese and other dimensions of change are commonly used in basic and cumstances, it might be the only option available.
applied sciences. In ecological contexts, individual metrics have helped to explain the role
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Advances: Our review demonstrates that six
commonly used metrics of climate change show
contrasting patterns under 21st-century climate forecasts across the world. For example,
whereas polar climates are projected to warm
and shrink in area, the tropics see the emergence of novel climatic conditions and undergo
local changes in average climates beyond past
variability. To help interpret metrics of climate
change, our review critically assesses the ecological implications of different metrics. Supported by examples of empirical links between
observed changes in biological systems and different dimensions of climate change, we outline
a conceptual framework for classiﬁcation of climate change metrics according to the types of
threat and opportunity they are likely to impose
on biodiversity. Climate changes at the locality level are often associated with demographic
threats and opportunities at the population level,
whereas changes across localities can have positive or negative implications for the size and the
position of species’ ranges.
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The diversity of metrics of climate change. Climate parameters, such as temperature or precipitation, can
change at individual localities over time (left), whereas shifts in the distribution of climatic conditions across
sets of localities can also occur (right). Local metrics can quantify changes in the magnitude of average or
extreme values, as well as shifts in the timing of climatic events. Regional metrics describe how speciﬁc climatic
conditions may increase or decrease in area, become more dissimilar to past climatic conditions, or move in
space. These and other commonly used metrics of climate change describe different dimensions of change and
are expected to relate to distinct challenges for biodiversity. Different metrics thus provide complementary
information when describing future climates and their potential effects. Examining metrics in combination can
show how they interact to exacerbate or lessen species’ exposure to climate change.
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pacts of ongoing climate changes on biodiversity.
Finally, we outline a conceptual framework for
linking the different metrics to assessments of
threat and opportunity for species and discuss
its advantages and limitations.

Multiple Dimensions of Climate
Change and Their Implications
for Biodiversity
Raquel A. Garcia,1,2,3,4* Mar Cabeza,4 Carsten Rahbek,2,5 Miguel B. Araújo1,2,3,5*
The 21st century is projected to witness unprecedented climatic changes, with greater warming
often reported for high latitudes. Yet, climate change can be measured in a variety of ways,
reflecting distinct dimensions of change with unequal spatial patterns across the world. Polar
climates are projected to not only warm, but also to shrink in area. By contrast, today’s hot
and arid climates are expected to expand worldwide and to reach climate states with no current
analog. Although rarely appreciated in combination, these multiple dimensions of change convey
complementary information. We review existing climate change metrics and discuss how they relate
to threats and opportunities for biodiversity. Interpreting climate change metrics is particularly
useful for unknown or poorly described species, which represent most of Earth’s biodiversity.
he interaction between the climatic changes
projected for the 21st century and other
ongoing human-induced threats, such as
habitat loss, presents a major challenge to biodiversity (1, 2). Accurate forecasts of climate
change effects on biodiversity are thus required
to address broader societal commitments toward
natural resource management and conservation
(3, 4). To address this problem, researchers have
developed a range of bioclimatic models. Statistical models (5) measure species’ exposure to climate change by relating species’ distributions to
aspects of climate. By contrast, mechanistic models explicitly consider demographic (6) and physiological (7) processes to predict species’ responses
to climate change exposure. Given the limited
availability of demographic and physiological data,
most assessments of climate change effects on
biodiversity use statistical rather than processbased models. Yet, for most species on Earth,
distributional data are also lacking so that even
the simplest statistical model cannot be fitted. An
alternative is to use simple metrics of climate
change to quantify the exposure of areas to different dimensions of change and relate these dimensions to different threats and opportunities
for biodiversity [e.g., (8–11)].
The anomalies in climate parameters at any
given locality over time are a commonly used
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metric, but a vast array of alternative metrics
exists. They include temporal differences in extreme events, such as droughts; decreases or
increases in total area with given climatic conditions; and the velocity at which climate moves
across space and time. Such climate change
metrics have been applied to a variety of questions.
For example, when coupled with climate hindcasts,
they have been used to examine the role of
historical climatic changes in species richness
gradients (12–15), the geographical distribution
of centers of diversity (16) or past climatic
refugia (17, 18), the pace of distributional shifts
of species over past decades (19) or millennia
(20), the risk of species extinctions (21), and
the degree of biotic network specialization across
latitude (22). When coupled with climate change
forecasts, they have supported risk assessments
for biodiversity (8, 10, 11, 23–27) and conservation areas (9, 28–30), while also enabling
the identification of potential regional pools of
species (31).
Despite the increased use of climate change
metrics in basic and applied sciences, the variety
of existing metrics and their ecological implications have hitherto not been fully appreciated.
Studies spanning different geographical areas
have used single metrics (11, 16, 26, 29) more
frequently than multiple metrics in combination
(21, 23, 24). A comprehensive comparison of
metrics, including the analysis of their global patterns and implications for biodiversity, is thus needed
to gain understanding of their properties and guide
their use. Here, we review the climate change metrics
commonly used in biodiversity assessments. We first
describe the different types of metrics and illustrate
their differences by implementing six of the most
commonly used metrics with global 21st-century
climate projections. We then explore how the different metrics capture distinct dimensions of climate change and carry complementary information
that is vital for understanding the potential im-
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Climate Change Metrics
Metrics of climate change describe temporal
changes in single or multiple climate parameters,
such as temperature or precipitation. Existing metrics fall into one of two categories (Box 1 and
table S1). They measure either temporal changes
in climate parameters at individual localities (hereafter termed “local metrics”), or shifts in the distribution of climatic conditions over space and
time (hereafter termed “regional metrics”). Beyond
the geographical context of the measurements,
metrics can also characterize different dimensions
of climate change. For example, local metrics can
characterize the magnitude of changes by quantifying how average (23, 32) or extreme (10, 26)
values of climate are altered in a given locality
(cell) over time. Shifts in the timing of climatic
events can also be measured at the locality level
(13, 33). In turn, regional metrics begin with the
characterization of climatic conditions across a
given region and then measure temporal changes
in the availability of analogous climatic conditions across that region (23, 34, 35), as well as
changes in the direction to, or distance between,
the positions of analogous climatic conditions (34).
Within the region neighboring any given locality,
the velocity at which climate shifts its position
can also be quantified (9, 16).
Mapping Multiple Dimensions of
Climate Change
Although several metrics of climate change
exist, they have typically been applied in isolation. Implementation of six common climate
change metrics worldwide reveals that each characterizes different, sometimes opposing, patterns
(Fig. 1). Local climate anomalies are projected
to affect the tropics, subtropics, and northern
high latitudes. More than half the global area
currently covered by tropical climates faces
large changes in average climate in relation
to historical interannual variability (Fig. 2; for
more details, see fig. S3). Large anomalies are
also projected for more than 30% of the area
of polar climates. The extreme drying and warming events explored here are projected to affect
mainly the tropics. However, changes in other
local extreme events may produce different patterns, with metrics describing extreme seasonal
or annual precipitation and extreme daily maximum temperatures, for example, highlighting the
high latitudes (36, 37).
In turn, regional metrics describing changes
in the area covered by different climate types
reveal a trend toward expansion of the hot arid
climates of the Sahara, southern Africa, and
Australia, accompanied by reductions in the
area of polar and mountain climates. The climatic
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Box 1: Metrics of climate change.

t2

Longitude

Climate

Latitude
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Panel 1. Metrics of climate change within a grid cell. From period t1 to t2, the climate
within a given cell (lower left corner) is altered on a scale that can represent average or extreme
climates, or the timing of climatic events.

Longitude

MAGNITUDE

Examples of metrics

Examples of ecological applications

Anomalies: the difference in climate parameters at a given Examining the influence of Quaternary climate changes on European
locality over time.
dung beetle (14) and amphibian and reptile (12) diversity patterns,
and of future climate changes across global mountain systems (116).
Standardized anomalies*: the Euclidean distance between base- Examining the exposure of different localities (cells) worldwide to
line and future climate at a given locality, standardized by his- future climate changes in relation to existing biodiversity (23, 24).
torical interannual climate variability (23).
Change in the probability of extremes*: the difference over time,
at a given locality, in the magnitude of extreme climatic events,
or in the probability of occurrence of the most extreme historical
climatic event (117).

Examining the influence of extreme climates on invasion susceptibility of plant communities in north-central Chile over the past
decades (26).

TIMING

Change in seasonality: the difference over time in the timing of Assessing the role of delayed snowmelt on the hibernation emerclimatic events.
gence date of ground squirrels in Canada (33).

Regional change
t2

Longitude

Climate

Latitude

Latitude

t1

Panel 2. Metrics of change across grid cells. Between periods t1 and t2, the climate of a
given cell (lower left corner) becomes less available across the entire region (from four to two
cells), and more distant (longer arrows). The lightest shade in t1 corresponds to disappearing
climates, whereas the darkest shade in t2 emerges as a novel climate.

Longitude

AVA I L A B I L I T Y

Examples of metrics

Examples of ecological applications

Change in area of analogous climates*: the change over time in
area experiencing similar climates [defined with reference to the
difference between climates (23, 34), classification rules (118),
histograms (35), or clustering analysis (119)].

Exploring climate determinants of centers of rarity for Northern
Hemisphere plant, bird, and butterfly species (8), and assessing the
role of changes in Late Quaternary climate availability on mammal
extinctions (21).

Novel climates*: emergence of future climatic conditions not
found at present [future conditions that are most dissimilar to
baseline climates (23), that do not overlap with present conditions in environmental space (29), or that lack baseline-analogs
as defined above]. Conversely, disappearing climates refer to the
disappearance of extant climates.

Examining plant associations in eastern North America over the past
18,000 years, and testing whether the associations most dissimilar to
today’s associations occur in areas where past climates were also most
dissimilar to today’s climates (76, 77).

POSITION

Change in distance to analogous climates*: the change over time Assessing the role of Late Quaternary climate movements on mammal
in the distance to similar climates (as defined above for the change extinctions (21).
in area of analogous climates).
Climate change velocity*: the ratio of the temporal climatic Predicting climate residence time in global protected areas (9), and
gradient at a given locality to the spatial climatic gradient across comparing past climate velocities to Australian bird distribution shifts
(19) and to global vertebrate endemism (16).
neighboring cells (9).

*Climate change metric implemented in our global comparison of climate change patterns.
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Fig. 1. Projected global climate change according to six metrics. The
maps show projections of change in mean annual temperature and total
annual precipitation between the baseline and an end-of-century multimodel
ensemble under the A1B emissions scenario (120). The metrics illustrated
characterize three dimensions of climate change: the magnitude of local
changes in average or extreme climates [standardized climate anomalies (23)
and change in the probability of extreme climates (117)], changes in the regional availability of climatic conditions [change in area of analogous climates
(34, 118), and novel climates (23)], and regional shifts in the position of
climatic conditions [change in distance to analogous climates (34, 118), and
climate change velocity (9, 16)]. Among the several methodologies available
www.sciencemag.org

to compute these metrics (table S1), we selected methodologies that are
commonly used. Pairwise spatial correlation between these metrics was significant but generally low (table S2). In each panel, the main maps show
changes for temperature and precipitation combined, and the smaller maps
show changes for each climate parameter individually. The scales were defined
using quantiles and reflect a gradient from small changes (light brown shades)
to large changes (dark brown shades), or from favorable changes (blue shades)
to adverse changes (brown shades). Local anomalies, novel climates, and climate change velocity values were converted to logarithmic scale for visualization. See figs. S1 and S2 for analysis of sensitivity to alternative climate
models.
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conditions over the polar region and major
mountains across the world are projected to
shrink by up to 66%. By contrast, novel climates are more likely to emerge in the tropics
and subtropics, owing to warmer temperatures:
End-of-century temperatures for 62% of the
world’s tropical areas are projected to be the
most dissimilar from today’s temperatures. In
about a third of the temperate and polar regions, distances to similar climatic conditions
will increase more than anywhere else on the
globe. The velocity of changes in temperature
and precipitation is forecast to be high in such
latitudes, but also in the tropical regions of
central Africa, the western Amazon, and southern Australia.
Examining metrics in combination shows that
different areas are exposed to different dimensions of climate change. The global patterns are
far more complex than the often reported disproportionate warming for land areas at higher northern latitudes (38). In the polar regions, reductions
in the global availability of similar climatic conditions are by far the greatest threat among all
three dimensions examined (Fig. 2). The tropics
and, to a lesser extent, hot arid regions are exposed to the emergence of climatic conditions
lacking current analogs, and to changes of great
magnitude in average climates and in extreme
drying and warming events. Temperate regions
are exposed almost equally to all dimensions of
change, whereas cold regions are particularly exposed to large-distance or high-velocity shifts in
the position of prevailing climates.
Linking Metrics to Threats and Opportunities
for Biodiversity
Our global implementation of metrics shows
that different climate change metrics have different spatial patterns around the world, but
the question remains as to what the implications of each are for biodiversity. We outline a
conceptual framework that describes the links
between metrics of climate change and the potential extrinsic threats and opportunities that
such changes represent for biodiversity (Fig. 3).
The framework assumes that suitable climates
for species exist where species presently occur,
and it is based on two principles. First, under
changing climates, and all else being equal, persistence of local populations is more likely where
climatic conditions remain suitable (39, 40).
Second, the survival of species requires, among
other factors, the continued availability of suitable climatic conditions either within or outside the present ranges of species (41). Under
these general principles, local changes can be
seen as a proxy for demographic threats and
opportunities acting at the population level,
whereas regional changes in climate can have
negative or positive implications for the size
and position of entire species’ ranges. Support
for the suggested links between climate change
metrics and threats or opportunities for biodiversity (Fig. 3) can be found in studies cov-

1247579-4

ering a variety of taxonomic groups across
regions.
Threats and Opportunities from
Local Climate Change
All else being equal, large changes in climate at
the local (cell) level are more likely to result in
large changes in local suitability for populations
than small changes, particularly when climate
changes exceed past local variability (23). Decreased local climatic suitability can have effects
on the physiology, morphology, or behavior of the
organisms in a population (42), potentially leading to changes in population dynamics. Two examples are the reported local extinctions of lizards

in Mexico, attributed to reduced activity of individuals during warmer reproductive seasons (43),
and the mortality and population declines at the
retracting margin of Aloe trees in the Namib desert,
owing to desiccation stress (44). Nested within
gradual trends (45), changes in extreme climates
may pose even greater threats to populations (46).
For instance, increased tree mortality across the
globe over the last decades has been attributed to
drought- and heat-induced stress (47). Positive
changes in local suitability for populations under
warming or altered rainfall patterns are less frequently documented, but include reports of higher fitness in common lizards in southern France
resulting from an increase in body size (48),

Fig. 2. Exposure of the world’s climatic regions to different climate change dimensions. The star
plot (upper panel) shows the percentage of area of different climatic regions of the world that are exposed
to large changes in six climate change metrics (values above the 75th percentile of the worldwide distribution of values) capturing the magnitude of local changes in average or extreme climates, and
regional changes in the availability and position of climatic conditions (120). For each metric, the
distribution of values across climatic regions is shown in boxplots, with the horizontal lines indicating
the 75th percentile. The colors on the star plot and boxplots correspond to the Köppen-Geiger broad
climatic regions represented on the map (bottom panel; see fig. S4). See fig. S5 for analysis of sensitivity
to alternative climate models.
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increased growth and population numbers of
plants in high-latitude ecosystems (49, 50), and
increased abundance of Svalbard reindeer during
phases of population growth (51).
In turn, shifts in the timing of climatic events
can lead to populations altering the timing of
seasonal activities such as migration, flowering,
or breeding, with potential consequences for the
demography and population dynamics of species
and communities (52, 53). Such phenological
shifts are commonly observed in response to

Climate change metrics

climate change (54) and have been linked to the
seasonality of climate (33), but also to trends in
climatic averages (55) and extremes (56). Delays
of snowmelt date, for example, have led to delays
in the hibernation emergence date of ground squirrels in Canada (33).
Threats and Opportunities from Regional
Climate Change
Shifts in the regional distribution of climates can
affect the availability and distribution of climati-

Threats/opportunities for biodiversity

change

Climate
anomalies

Demographic change particularly for species with
specialized climatic requirements. Opportunity or threat
for species living close to their lower or upper climatic
tolerance limits, respectively. Threat greatest for species
with lower capacity to adapt in situ.

Change in
climate
extremes

Demographic change particularly for species with
life histories sensitive to the magnitude, duration, and
timing of the extreme event. Threat greatest for species
with lower capacity to adapt in situ.

Population

M AG N I T U D E

Local

TIMING
Change in
seasonality

Phenological change particularly for species with
specialized climatic requirements or interacting with
climatic events with narrow temporal distributions.
Potential effect on population demography and on
species assemblages.

change

Climate
change
velocity

Species range displacement where low velocities,
within species’ dispersal abilities, provide opportunities
for tracking suitable climates over the region's
topography, and where habitat structure, intervening
climates, and biotic interactions allow connectivity;
threat where velocities are high.

Change in
distance to
analogous
climates

Species range displacement where shorter distances
within species’ dispersal abilities provide opportunities
for tracking suitable climates, and where habitat
structure, intervening climates, and biotic interactions
allow connectivity; threat where distances increase.

Direction to
analogous
climates

Species range displacement hampered where the
direction to suitable climates crosses areas of adverse
topography, habitat, or climate.

Species

POSITION

Regional

Novel
climates

Novel species assemblages, with potential for both
disrupted and newly formed biotic interactions.

Assemblage

AVA I L A B I L I T Y
Change in area Species range size change, with expanding climate
of analogous area providing opportunity for range expansion if habitat
climates
quality and biotic interactions allow establishment, and
with shrinking climate area posing threat of range
contraction. Effect greatest for species with specialized
climatic requirements.

Fig. 3. Metrics of climate change and associated threats and opportunities for species. Metrics of
climate change are grouped into four dimensions of change, and they either quantify changes at local
(locality) level or at regional (set of localities) level (see Box 1). Links are established between metrics and
potential threats and opportunities for population dynamics, species occurrence, and species assemblages.
www.sciencemag.org
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cally suitable areas for species across time and
space (41). Increases or decreases in the area of
climatic conditions that are suitable for species
can lead to range expansions or contractions.
Long-term ecological data reveal that species’
distributions and abundances in both Northern
and Southern Hemispheres often match, with time
lag, warming and cooling cycles (57–60). Alpine
trees (61) and other cold-adapted species of birds
and butterflies (8), and small mammals like the
mountain beaver and the western pocket gopher
(62), for example, became confined to small and
isolated pockets of cool conditions as the end of
the last glacial period brought warmer temperatures.
Climatic changes have also helped to explain range
reductions of large mammals toward the end of the
Late Quaternary (63). Indeed, continents losing
more area representative of cold and dry conditions owing to climate changes during that period
witnessed more extinctions of megafauna (21).
By contrast, the extensive fossil record in North
America and Eurasia provides evidence of increases in the distribution or abundance of plant
species like elm and pine (64) and expansion of
oaks out of glacial refugia (65) during the warming period of the last glacial. Contemporary changes
have also been observed in high-latitude terrestrial ecosystems, where reduced ice-field extent
has exposed new terrain for colonization and range
expansion (66).
In turn, shifts in the position of climatic conditions affect the ability with which species track
climatic conditions (67), and modulate the risk
of range fragmentation. The magnitude of the
Late Quaternary megafaunal extinctions discussed above was also greater in continents where
suitable cold and dry conditions retreated farther
(21). Over more recent decades, average range
shifts observed for various taxonomic groups,
mostly in the Northern Hemisphere, generally
matched expectations from the poleward displacement of isotherms, despite variation in responses
among species (54, 68). Differences and delays
in responses (69) can partly result from barriers
to dispersal imposed by habitat fragmentation
(70) or unsuitable climate across time or space
(71, 72), and can be stronger in lowland areas
(73). Analyzing the direction to analogous climates can help to identify dispersal challenges as
well as buffers, whereas the velocity of climate
change provides an indication of the dispersal
rates required to track suitable climates across the
surrounding topography (74). In eastern North
America, for example, the rate of northward shifts
in the distribution of woody taxa populations over
the last 16,000 years was paced by the velocity of
temperature changes (20). The coincidence of
global diversity patterns for amphibians, mammals and birds, and areas of low-velocity temperature change since the Last Glacial Maximum,
21,000 years ago, further illustrates the potential
role of climate tracking for in situ persistence of
species, particularly less vagile ones (16).
Predicting the effects of climate change on
whole assemblages of species remains challenging.
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Novel climates have been suggested to be
associated with species assemblages also lacking
modern analogs (75). One documented example
is that of nonanalog vegetation assemblages in
late-glacial eastern North America, which coincided with climatic conditions different from those
occurring today (76, 77). In turn, disappearing
climates can lead to the disaggregation of extant
assemblages (23). In general, spatiotemporal shifts
in the distribution of climate can result in the rearrangement of assemblages, with potential implications for species interactions and community
reshuffling. Nonanalog communities (23, 78) can
arise under changing climates either when species’ individualistic responses lead to the disruption of existing interactions, or when species with
nonoverlapping ranges come into contact and interact with one another (53, 79, 80). Examples
include the climate-induced spread of pathogens
(81, 82) or invasive species (83), decline of prey

species (84), and disruption of synchronization
between different trophic levels (85). When exposed to extreme climates, communities can also
switch into alternative ecological states (46, 86).
Despite the complexity of community dynamics
under climate change, measuring the multiple
dimensions of climate change and their likely
consequences for individual species (Fig. 3) is a
first step toward a better understanding of the
potential threats and opportunities for biodiversity.
The Limits of Climate Change Metrics
Linking multiple dimensions of climate change
to threats and opportunities for species is only a
first step toward understanding the effects of
climate change on biodiversity. Ultimately, the
effects of climate change on organisms are also
dependent on their intrinsic abilities to cope with,
or adapt to, the different challenges they face
(87). Although climate change metrics can be

Fig. 4. Spatial overlap of climate change metrics. The three metrics
selected as illustration—standardized local anomalies, change in area of
baseline-analogous climates, and climate change velocity (120)—relate to
different climate-induced threats and opportunities for biodiversity (Fig. 3). To
account for species’ potential dispersal limitations, changes in area of baselineanalogous climates were calculated by restricting the pool of climatic analogs to
cells within 500 km from each cell (23). For each metric, two classes of values
were defined. For anomalies, the two classes of values above and below the
median denote higher and lower chances of demographic changes, respectively.
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used as proxies for the threats and opportunities
facing biodiversity, a number of considerations
relating to the properties of individual species
and the environment in which they live are important when interpreting metric outputs (see also
Fig. 3). A first consideration is that climatic threats
and opportunities do not act in isolation, but rather
interact with other human-induced, ongoing threats
(2). Notably, human-dominated landscapes (88)
are an obstacle to species’ dispersal and establishment, hampering opportunities to track suitable
climates.
A second consideration when using metrics
of climate change in biodiversity assessments is
that the vulnerability of species to a given threat,
or the capacity to seize a given opportunity, will
vary across species. For example, individuals
with higher genetic diversity, or higher capacity
to change key morphological, physiological, or
behavioral traits in response to adverse local

For changes in area, the two classes of positive and negative values correspond
to opportunity for species range expansion and threat of range contraction,
respectively. For velocity, the two classes of values above and below the median
denote difficulty and opportunity for range displacement, respectively. The
different shades on the map reflect the interaction between the three metrics
overlaid in space, with the inferences about potential threats and opportunities
for biodiversity dependent on species’ and landscape characteristics (see Fig. 3).
See fig. S6 for analysis of sensitivity to alternative climate models and fig. S7
for alternative combinations of climate change metrics.
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climate changes, are better equipped to persist in
situ under local climate change (87). Faced with
extreme climate events, individuals with life histories more sensitive to the duration and magnitude of such events also face greater threat (45).
Likewise, changes in the regional distribution of
climates can disproportionately affect species with
more specialized climatic requirements, as such
species need to follow suitable climatic conditions
more closely (8, 23). Where suitable climates are
displaced, dispersal challenges will be greater for
poor-dispersing and slow-reproducing species
(89, 90).
Species also respond to different climate parameters (91), and such variability should be considered when interpreting climate change metrics.
As the spatial patterns arising from a given metric
vary between temperature and precipitation, for
example [(19, 92) and this review], the threats
and opportunities inferred from metrics may affect
individual species differently depending on which
parameter is measured. Finally, the temporal and
spatial scales at which climate changes are measured are also important (93, 94). Climatic thresholds for the survival or reproduction of individuals,
often mediating population demographic changes,
vary across seasons and life-history stages (93).
Likewise, the effect of extreme events of a given
magnitude and duration is best assessed relative
to the life cycles of organisms (45). Changes measured over long time frames can also conceal finerscale climatic variability that drives pulses of
expansion or contraction in species’ ranges, as
has been shown for North American trees during
the Holocene (95). Likewise, climatic changes
quantified at coarse spatial resolutions can overlook microrefugia and thereby overestimate risks.
Evidence exists that such refugia have enabled
species to persist through periods of climate change,
especially those with small home ranges (96). The
relevant spatial extent for calculating regional
metrics may also vary across species with different dispersal abilities (23). For example, broad
regional pools of climates may be accessible to
vagile species, but not to poor dispersers.
A Combined View of Threats
and Opportunities
Given that alternative metrics reveal contrasting
spatial patterns (Fig. 1) and represent different
threats and opportunities for species (Fig. 3), how
should they be used in assessments of climate
change impacts on biodiversity? Single metrics
of climate change have been used to predict the
degree to which global biodiversity will be exposed to extreme climates at the locality level
(10), to reduced availability of similar climates
worldwide (23) or within ecoregions (11), or to
high velocities of climate displacement across the
surrounding topography (9). Although individual
dimensions of change may be critical for particular
species, they each provide only one facet of the
many climatic challenges facing biodiversity. For
example, mapping climate anomalies reveals where
populations may potentially be most threatened

with demographic changes, but not where opportunities may arise for organisms to track moving
climates. Likewise, a map of the future availability
of climatic conditions contains no information about
how accessible such conditions are to species.
In principle, threats or opportunities for biodiversity should increase where species are simultaneously exposed to several dimensions of climate
change (2, 97). Examining multiple metrics in
combination can show how dimensions of climate change interact among themselves to exacerbate or lessen species’ exposure to climate
change. The selection of metrics is contingent on
the question, but should cover all dimensions of
change deemed relevant. For illustration, we considered three metrics quantifying alternative dimensions of climate change: standardized anomalies,
change in area of neighboring analogous climates
(23), and climate change velocity. These metrics
are expected to relate to local demographic changes,
species’ range contractions or expansions, and
species’ range displacements, respectively (Fig. 3).
Spatially overlaying the selected metrics worldwide (Fig. 4) highlights the interactions among
dimensions of climate change across broad geographical areas. However, how such changes will
translate into threats and opportunities for biodiversity is likely perceived differently across species (Fig. 3).
Nearly 11% of the global land surface is
exposed to large changes in the three metrics examined, mostly in the Nordic tundra and tropical
areas [shade (H) in Fig. 4]. Both positive and
negative effects of local warming have been reported on population dynamics in high-latitude
areas (50, 51, 98). Species with wide tolerance to
the environmental variability that is typical of such
areas (99), or with access to microrefugia, are better
equipped to cope with adverse changes. Yet, at the
spatial scale used here, the high velocities required
to track polar climates in the future compound the
regional shrinkage of these climates, placing polar
species under the threat of range contraction.
Mountain areas offer more opportunities for
species to track slow-moving climates over the
complex mosaic of microclimates provided by
the local topography (94). However, range contraction still appears as a threat at the regional
level [shade (G) in Fig. 4]. Where suitable climates disappear altogether within the species’
reach, threat of extinction from habitat and ecosystem loss will be greater for species endemic to
those climates (8, 23). Small-ranged species of
tropical mountain areas with high levels of endemism, and species lacking the genetic variability
to survive in remnant isolated populations (100),
thus appear particularly threatened. Species in cold
climate areas of the Northern Hemisphere face
similar decreases in availability of suitable climates
[shades (C) and (D) in Fig. 4]. In such areas, local
anomalies pose smaller threats relative to the historical interannual variability, but at the regional
level, species that are specialized on these cold
climates might face the threat of range contraction. Where the velocity of climate displacement is
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high [shade (D) in Fig. 4], or where landscapes
are highly modified, dispersal challenges will also
be greater.
By contrast, most of the remaining tropical
and subtropical regions are exposed to climates
that are expanding regionally as well as changing
locally [shades (E) and (F) in Fig. 4]. If tropical
species require specialized climatic conditions, or
live closer to their upper tolerance limits, as seems
often to be the case (101, 102), then they are likely
threatened by local changes because phenotypic
plasticity (103) and physiological adaptation (104)
are reduced in such circumstances. Faced with
local changes, species in areas of low climate
velocities have greater opportunities for adaptation through dispersal [shade (E) in Fig. 4],
particularly if such species are poor dispersers.
By contrast, the shallower latitudinal gradients of
temperature (105) of the lowlands of the Amazon
and Congo Basin, for example, may prevent dispersal and expansion into newly suitable areas
[shade (F) in Fig. 4].
Challenges for Impact Assessment
and Conservation
No single unifying metric of climate change exists. The conceptual framework proposed here
can help interpreting the outputs of different metrics by classifying them into common currencies
of threat and opportunity. Although the framework can be applied to a range of sectors, including agriculture, forestry and health, our focus
is on impacts of climate change on biodiversity.
Projecting the level of exposure of biodiversity to climatic changes is an integral part of any
framework to assess risks and select appropriate
conservation strategies. Some of the existing frameworks for conservation under changing climates
rely on single metrics of climate change as proxies
for exposure, including the velocity of climate
change (106), local anomalies (107), and the
availability of climatic conditions (11). Whereas
each of these frameworks addresses conservation
needs in the face of specific threats and opportunities for biodiversity, integrating multiple metrics into a single framework would allow for
the identification of complementary conservation
strategies. For example, mitigating local impacts
through abatement of habitat loss and enhancement of habitat quality or heterogeneity (108) can
be vital in areas where shrinking climates reduce
opportunities for species survival outside present
ranges, particularly for climatically specialized
species. By contrast, promoting landscape connectivity (109) and restoring new target habitat
will be warranted wherever local changes threaten
in situ persistence but low velocities of climate
change enable species to track suitable climates.
The actual effects of climate change on biodiversity are extremely difficult to predict owing to
the complexity of species and community dynamics, in addition to the interaction with other
stressors. Climate change metrics do not account
for intrinsic responses of species to climatic and
other changes and are affected by the uncertainty
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of the underlying climate data. Yet, metrics are
likely to remain an important assessment tool for
at least three reasons. First, models assessing the
effects of climate change on biodiversity are typically calibrated to average climates, and little
attention has been paid to alternative dimensions
of local change such as climatic extremes or the
timing of climatic events. Teasing apart alternative dimensions of change to complement
model-based assessments, or integrating them
into models (110, 111), can bring valuable additional information.
Second, metrics can be used for assessing
climate change exposure when insufficient data
are available on the distributions of species. Such
is the case for the majority of known species
across taxa (112), and particularly for the speciesrich and highly impacted tropical areas (113).
Research on climate change impacts for biodiversity has to date been geographically and taxonomically biased (114), often excluding cryptic
species and those that are currently most threatened owing to lack of sufficient data points for
modeling. Hence, it is not a trivial feature of
metric-based assessments that they can be applied when and where limited knowledge of biodiversity exists.
Third, the sheer number of underdescribed
and undiscovered species (115) means that assessments relying on available data represent a
very small proportion of the total existing biodiversity. For example, global inventories are estimated to cover only 20% of all existing insects
(115), a group with considerable influence on
ecosystem functioning and services. When carefully implemented and linked to threats and opportunities, simple metrics of climate change can
provide a first-order assessment of the potential
effects on the biota as a whole.
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